
ECU M removes leg brace.

Revealing her face as she winces in pain.

ECU M pulls off shirt...

ECU rest of shirt comes off revealing 
bruising.

Bloody shirt lands on floor.

Slide off back of m's head to reveal her 
reflection in mirror...

... and scrapes on her faces. Slow push in as she takes in her sorry 
state...

ECU m pulls off pants to reveal scars 
and bruises.



Then she turns and exits. ...which wipes lens.Low angle, m picks up towel...



Crane down to reveal chariots 
arriving

Boom up as he...

Lands on ground

Steps forward.
"This... doesn't make sense"

Reverse to reveal there is 
nothing.

D leads us Boom up to reveal cliff's edge Wide profile of Cliff edge.
"It was here. It was right here."
"I knew this was a mistake."

Close on D's foot



"Maybe it fell"
"WE came all this way out here 
for 'maybe it fell?'

"Nothing. Doesn't matter."
..."that's different."

"What did he mean, 'deal's off'? 
What deal?"

"Different how? ...Forgive me 
princess if I ask for a little 
compensation."

D kicks the dirt. 
Sees something.

D kneels down 
and clears dirt 
to reveal hull 

Boom up as he clears more dirt 
and the others join him.

Suddenly ground shifts.

"Deal's off, West... Let's go...
Maybe we can make it back 
before dark."



Pull back to reveal outline of 
the jupiter  forming in the sand

"Whoa - Whoa - whoa. Everybody 
step back. Slowly."

And boom down to see that the 
Jupiter balances there 
precariously.

"Told you I knew where it was"
"Don't count your chickens."
"Only have one."

Close on the ground.

Shovel enters. Pull back to see crew digging. Continue to pull back to reveal 
exposed hull and open hatch.

Continue pull back past the 
edge of the cliff.



"According to the meter the 
tank's full, just like he said."

V turns to camera
"All right, let's get to work."

Continue to pull back and boom 
up to D "Apology accepted."



Boom up cliff top to find Jon leading 
will and robot. 
"This is amazing!"

"Just do it please."

Pull back to reveal rocks.
"grab one of those rocks - a big one - 
and bring it back here."
"Why?"

"Come on, we need you to--" "Not him. Just you."

Will reacts. Will exits. "Stay here." Will arrives at the rocks.

"We're not here for the view will."
"then why did we hike all this way?"
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Will turns back with a rock.

John and robot watch.
"You can do it."

Will picks up a very large rock.

Robot's hand twitches in FG (wanting to 
assist) as will struggles with rock.

John observes the robot's anxiety.

Will arrives and drops rock.
"Done."
"Not quite... we need twenty-six more 
just like it."

"What?! Am I being punished?" "No, I'm just trying to help you 
understand that you have a 
responsibility now."

"A larger one. As big as you can carry."

Sc 25-31



"This is about him..."
"He's not just a tool."
"...He's my friend..."

Push into will: " This morning I spoke 
to a lady named Angela; she lost her 
husband up there..."

Push in to John: "so in honour of that, 
we're going to place twenty-seven 
rocks here... for the lives lost..."

"This first one is for him."
Will looks up to the robot.

CU robot. Push in.
"In order to release pain, we must 
acknowledge its source."

Match Dissolve to tea poured in cup
"Okay..."
*72 fps.

Smith passes tea to Angela.
"...how can I do that?"

"Words are the gateway to your 
emotions...what do you remember about 
the day."
Smith takes a seat.

Push in as john leans down to will
"But he wasn't always your friend.. We 
have to live with our history."
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Push in to Angela: "well... like 
everyone else, when the alarm went 
off, we had no idea...josh making jokes 
so I wouldn't worry."

View between robots legs. Track with 
will as he carries stone. "At first we 
thought it was just... the way people 
are.. "*48 fps swing/tilt

Tilt down to robot: "outside the hanger 
there was a panic..."
*48 fps swing/tilt

Will sets down stone. "...to reach the 
jupiter."
*48 fps swing/tilt

Another set of hands put down stone in 
FG. "But there we realized..."

Reverse angle to reveal it is john.
"They weren't running  toward 
something -- they were running away...
*48 fps swing/tilt

CU will appreciative. 
""That thing was in there..."
*48 fps swing/tilt

CU John looks to...
"it was killing without rhyme or 
reason...'
*48 fps swing/tilt

Push into smith: "now take me to the 
moment when you first encountered the 
machine."
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ECU on robot's display.

"There's a --- a strange metallic... 
buzz... it's everywhere, then I smell 
burning... people burning.

Slow boom up to smith: " I want you to 
close your eyes. Focus on the sounds 
and smells."

"What do you see..." "Red. Emergency lighting so it was... 
hard to make out... josh... stopped.... 
he was hot - searing white heat. His hand 
burned into mine..."

"I'm sorry, can we-- can we please not 
do this anymore?"
"Of course. I believe we've gone far 
enough for this session."

"I thought talking would make me feel 
better but ... I feel worse."

"I'm sorry, Angela. These things take 
time."

Dissolve to Angela, her eyes shut.
"You're doing great, Angela."
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ECU Angela: "what if we don't have time."

Rock blocks our view of him.
"But what prevents us..."

Reveal robot.
"...is being welcomed among us."

Lateral track as cairn takes form.
"...from moving from tragedy is --- a 
feeling that there's something...

Follow will carrying rock.
"...they can do to change what 
happened..."

Will gains past us to reveal john, 
watching approvingly.
"...there simply isn't."

Tight eyeline smith: "all we can do is 
hope and pray that it doesn't happen to 
anyone else."

Tight eyeline Angela: "what if there 
was... something I could do? Something 
more than just hoping and praying."

Close on rocks (start out of focus). 
Boom up.
"I understand that your anger -- that 
the ting that did this to your husband..."
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"Angela, I'm sorry but I have to 
suggest you refrain from saying 
anything further..."

Boom down as smith exits.
"...we can pick it up again tomorrow."

High and wide: Smith stands. "I'm 
sorry..."

Smith hears the sounds of Angela's 
despair as she heads down the hallway.

Sky.

Will and john enter looking down at 
(O.s.) rock.
"Last one. Let me help. We'll do it 
together."

Wide: Will picks up and carries rock. Will struggles.

"What? You can't just make me relive all 
that and -- abandon me."
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JOhn's hands enter...

"Let's hope we never have to add 
another."
JOhn glances at the robot.

Pull back as They step back to admire 
their work.

...catches his own reflection.

...Helps set final rock on the cairn.
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